Cover art

Robert Stuurman is a Noongar from Western Australia who does Aboriginal art as a result of meeting his birth mother in 1994. He is from the Stolen Generations.

The cover of this book is adapted from one of his paintings called *Pathways through the Sea*. This painting shows that knowing one’s ability in an environment reflects knowing what to do in situations and circumstances—in this case knowing the seasons and cycles of the sea.

Starfish indicate a form of tenaciousness, because when one of their arms is cut off it grows back again. This tenaciousness for life is also reflected in the amount of dot work that is indicative of this story.

Tenacity and persistence is also reflected in the field of nursing. Due to nurses’ willingness to make a difference to promote life, in many respects they are the unsung heroes that stay true to their pathway. Much like the pathways of the sea, they are always there.

This book cover is dedicated to would-be nurses who read this book and to the ones out in remote places that have had to make do with little.

Robert Stuurman, artist
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FEATURES

For years, the American edition of Kozier & Erb’s Fundamentals of Nursing has been a gold standard that helps students embark on their careers in nursing. This first Australian edition retains many of the features that have made this textbook the number-one choice of nursing students and lecturers. To further enhance this popular fundamentals textbook and ensure its appropriate application for Australian students, nursing academics from across Australia were invited to review and comments on each of the 52 chapters. Their detailed feedback has ensured that Kozier & Erb’s Fundamentals of Nursing: First Australian edition is a current, engaging and uniquely Australian textbook that will help students succeed in their nursing studies.

Anatomy & Physiology Reviews provides students with a quick review of the human bioscience that is fundamental to competent practice.

Assessment Interviews show students how to ask appropriate questions in their clinical encounters.

Client Teaching gives students a guide for what to say when educating clients.

Clinical Alerts highlight special information such as safety issues.
Drug Capsules boxes help student learn the implications of certain medications that they may see in their clinical encounters.

Home Care Considerations instruct students to consider adaptation for performing the skill in the home.

Practice Guidelines provide instant summaries of clinical dos and don’ts.

Critical Thinking Checkpoints provide brief case studies followed by questions that encourage students to analyse, compare, contemplate, interpret and evaluate information.

Concept Maps reinforce the steps of the nursing process by using different colours and by mapping difficult concepts diagrammatically.

Step-by-step Skills help students understand techniques and practice sequence. They include a complete equipment list and full-colour photos and illustrations for critical steps.
**Lifespan Considerations** alert students to the needs of clients of different ages.

**Real-World Practice** provides students with a real-world perspective of practice.

**Research Notes** introduce students to the concept of evidence-based nursing practice by reviewing relevant nursing research and discussing the implications for nursing practice.
SUPPLEMENTS FOR STUDENTS AND EDUCATORS

To supplement the textbook and facilitate active student learning, we include a variety of teaching and learning aids in our comprehensive supplements package.

**MYNURSINGKIT** <www.pearson.com.au/mynursingkit>

MyNursingKit is designed to help students apply concepts in the book. Each chapter contains learning outcomes, a glossary, case studies, care plan activities and application activities, as well as a full eBook. Instructors can use grade tracker to monitor student progress.

**NURSING SKILLS VIDEOS** offer students the essential foundation for competency in performing clinical nursing skills. The volumes in this series consist of comprehensive procedures, demonstrated in hundreds of realistic video clips, animations, illustrations and photographs. Throughout the videos, students will experience the real-life aspects of therapeutic communication between the nurse and the patient, patients' reaction to invasive skills, and issues related to culture, gender and age.

**INSTRUCTORS' MANUAL.** This manual contains a wealth of material to help instructors with the planning of curricula, particularly for first-year nursing programs. It includes chapter overviews, detailed lecture suggestions and outlines, learning outcomes, teaching tips, and more, for each chapter.

**POWERPOINT SLIDES and DIGITAL IMAGE LIBRARY.** To facilitate classroom presentation, this dynamic, multimedia resource pairs key points covered in the chapters with images from the textbook to encourage effective lectures and classroom discussions.

**COMPUTERISED TEST BANK.** The test bank allows educators to customise the bank of questions to meet specific teaching needs and add/revise questions as needed. It consists of more than 2,000 true–false, multiple-choice, short-answer, essay and matching questions complete with solutions. Using Pearson’s TestGen software, educators can create professional-looking exams in just minutes by building tests from the existing database of questions, editing questions, or adding their own. TestGen also allows instructors to prepare printed, network and online tests.
KOZIER AND ERB'S
FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING

This first Australian edition of Kozier and Erb’s Fundamentals of Nursing introduces nursing students to vitally important nursing issues, concepts, practices and theories, within an Australian context. The book prepares you for practice in a range of diverse clinical settings and helps you understand what it means to be a competent professional nurse in the 21st century.

The Australian author team has researched, consulted and built on its combined teaching experience to produce these user-friendly volumes, with a special focus on:

- appropriate Australian terminology, policies and procedures
- Australian visuals
- an integrated approach to Australian Indigenous health issues
- up-to-date references, research and codes of practice

Features of this book include:

- Anatomy & physiology review
- Client teaching
- Clinical manifestations
- Concept maps
- Drug capsules
- Home care considerations
- Lifespan considerations
- Nursing care plans
- Real-world practice
- Real-world reflection
- Research notes
- Skills

Visit www.pearson.com.au/mynursingkit for the most comprehensive online materials for nursing students in Australia, including Nursing Skills videos, eBook and a wealth of self-study and instructor-assignable questions.
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